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Across Down 
    

1 False information or argumentation intended  1 Holy city of Islam in Saudi Arabia (official  

 to deceive, obscure or mislead; flapdoodle  Saudi transliteration) 

8 Popular TV show hosted by Mike Willesee  2 Nightmarish Indonesian province known for 

 known for stories about fad diets, miracle  strict Sharia Law inc. public canings etc. and  

 cures, welfare cheats, bad doctors, shonky   hardline “Community Sickness Operation” to  

 builders and fat pets (initials)  reform members of Trans community 

9 Annihilation of self and fusion with God into  3 Twice elected Third Republic Prime Minister  

 state of oneness with universe in Islam   of France executed as collaborator in 1945 

10 Larger than life Australian cleaning products  4 Renaissance Fair (initials) 

 retailer known for ebullient infomercials and 5 Hated prisoner collaborator in concentration  

 patriotic shirt (vale)  camps in Nazi Germany hanged in large  

11 Patty Newton record (initials)  numbers after post-war trials (Stutthof etc.) 

12 City in Sudan where “Chinese” Gordon was 6 State of lethargic disappointment with life 

 killed by the Mahdi (Charlton Heston and  associated with existentialists and beatniks  

 Laurence Olivier in ripping 1966 film) (also 7 Brimless cap worn by devout to cover crown 

 site of Al-Shifa pharmaceutical factory strike  of head in Divine presence 

 to distract American public from Zippergate)  13 Acronym used to refer to medieval scholar 

 (aka Monica Lewinsky scandal)  Rabbi David Kimchi (1160-1235) known for 

15 Marvelous Tony Randall role in magical 1964  commentaries on the Prophets and statement  

 George Pal fantasy film (with Barbara Eden)  that the Temple in Jerusalem more than a  

16 Iraqi uranium (initials)  thousand years after its destruction in 70 CE  

17 Plucky boy wizard in best-selling children’s   remained “in ruins” and that the site was  

 books by TERF author J. K. Rowling (initials)  “never built on by the nations” demonstrating 

19 Funny sounding Norwegian name (not Knut)  impossibility of Haram al-Sharif as historic  

21 Disgraced English glam rocker and life sex   location 

 offenders register member (Rock and Roll 14 Obsequious, sycophantic person seeking to  

 Part 2) (birth name with first initial)  ingratiate themselves with powerful such as 

23 One of a host of female figures (with winged   Tulsi Gabbard (according to Bari Weiss) 

 helmets) in Norse mythology who transport  18 Phantom Planet album (initials) 

 the heroes from among the fallen in battle to  20 East German state from abandonment at 

 the Hall of the Slain where they drink mead  Yalta to Wiedervereinigung in 1990 (known 

 with Odin whilst waiting for Ragnarök  for sinister Stasi secret police and unreliable,  

   no-frills Trabant cars widely mocked in 

   propagandized, consumeristic west) (initials) 

  22 Green Line (initials) 
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